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An application is presented of ¹ synthesis to the robust control of a large � exible space structure experimental
testbed called Daisy. A perturbed left-coprime factorization of Daisy’s dynamics is used to capture the uncertainty
in the modes. Designs of the ¹ synthesis controller based on left-coprime factorizations of 46th-order collocated
and noncollocated models of Daisy are presented together with simulation and experimental results. These results
are compared to those obtained with H1H1 controllers, and it is shown that the ¹ controllers performed better.
These controllers provide robust performance with respect to given bounds on modal parameter uncertainties
without resorting to computationally complex techniques involving real structured perturbations.

Nomenclature
B1, C1 = input and output matrices of modal model

of large � exible space structures (LFSS)
BRH1 = unit open ball in RH1
D = diagonal damping matrix of modal model

of LFSS
D(Ad , T , axes) = double-pulsehub torque disturbance used

in simulations and experiments
Dr = set of factor perturbations in RH1 with

kr 1 D 0k1 < 1
d = input torque disturbance
e = angle errors
FL.P; K / = lower linear fractional transformationof P

by K
FU .P; 1/ = upper linear fractional transformationof P

by 1
G = nominal plant model, :D u 7! ´
H1 = Hardy space of functions analytic in CC

and bounded on the imaginary axis, with
norm kQk1 :D sup! 2 RkQ. j!/k

J1, J2 = diagonal scaling matrices
K, Ki = � nite-dimensionallinear time-invariant

multi-input/multi-output controllers,
i D 1; 2; 3

Kpid = discretized unscaled controllers designed
for Daisy, i D 1; 2; 3

QM, QN = left-coprime factors of nominal plant
factorization

QM0, QN0 = scaled nominal left-coprime factors
m, p, n = number of inputs, outputs, and modes in

LFSS model
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kQk = spectral norm of Q (maximum singular
value)

R, C = real and complex numbers
RH1 = space of real-rational functions in H1
r = input reference
r = bound on the factor uncertainty (r, r 1

in RH1 )
Sd = sensitivity from d to y
Sdh = sensitivity from d to yh

Sdhp = perturbed sensitivity from d to yh

Ta = diagonal transfer matrix of actuator
dynamics

u, usc = hub and rib torque input signal, scaled
version

u 7! v = transfer matrix from u to v
Ov = Laplace transform of the signal v
w = input signal coming from the perturbation
w, W = weighting functions for performance
y = measured hub and rib angles used for

feedback
yh , yr = hub and rib angles (components of y)
z = output signal whose norm is to be

minimized
0 = structured uncertainty set
° , dmax = scaling factor
1s = complex structured perturbation
OD 0 = scaled factor perturbationnormalized by r

´ = modal coordinatesof LFSS model
µhx , µhy , µhz = Daisy’s hub angles around the x , y,

and z axes
3 = diagonal matrix of squared modal

frequencies
¹0.Q/ = structured singular value of Q with respect

to set 0
!i , ³i = natural frequency and damping ratio of i th

mode

I. Introduction

I N the near future, large � exible space structures (LFSS) such as
space stations or large communication satellites will be used in

orbit around the Earth to carry wide antennas, solar panels, scien-
ti� c instruments, crewed research laboratories, and so on. Because
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of their dimensions of up to several hundred meters, LFSS must be
assembled in space using lightweight truss assemblies. As a result,
these structures are � exible, and their dynamics typically possess
several low-damped, clustered low-frequency � exible modes. Ex-
perimental testbeds featuring these characteristicshave been built,1

such as Daisy2 at the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace
Studies (UTIAS).

Dynamic models of LFSS are usually obtained using � nite ele-
mentmethods,but thesemodelsareknown to be reasonablyaccurate
only for a few of the most signi� cant modes of the structure. The
uncertainty in the remaining modes of the model, together with the
special properties of LFSS dynamics, poses a challenging problem
to the control engineer. In this paper, we are concerned with the
design and experimental testing of � nite-dimensional linear time-
invariantcontrollersachievingrobustperformancefor two modelsof
Daisy using ¹ synthesis.These collocatedand noncollocatedmod-
els have up to 10% uncertainty in the modal frequencies and 50%
in the damping ratios. The noncollocated model represents Daisy
with three measured degrees of freedom that are used for feedback
but are not actuated. Two ¹-synthesis designs based on perturbed
left-coprime factorizations (LCFs) of the collocated and noncollo-
cated models of Daisy are presented together with simulation and
experimental results. The LCFs were derived following the method
developed by the authors in Ref. 3. The results are compared to
those obtained with H1 controllers in Ref. 3, and it is shown that
the ¹ controllers performed better.

A. Uncertainty Models for LFSS
Uncertainty modeling in LFSS is critical if one is to achieve

acceptable robustness and performance levels with a practical con-
troller.Some works4 6 use norm-boundedadditiveor multiplicative
perturbationsofa nominalmodel in the frequencydomainto account
for uncertainty in the modal frequencies,damping ratios, and mode
shape matrix of the model. Unmodeled modes of the structure and
uncertain actuator dynamics can also be represented in this way.7

Such approaches to uncertainty modeling in LFSS do not handle
modal parameter uncertainty very well: Slight variations in either
the mode frequenciesor damping ratiosusuallycause the associated
dynamic perturbations to be large in the 1-norm sense. In Ref. 3,
a technique is described where real parameter uncertainty in the
modes is transformed into unstructureduncertainty in the factors of
an LCF of LFSS dynamics, without introducing too much conser-
vativeness.This is the uncertainty model adopted in this paper. The
resultingset of perturbedLCFs is guaranteedto includeall perturbed
plantmodels producedby variations in the modal parameterswithin
their bounds. Uncertainty in the nominal factors can also represent
unmodeled modes and actuator dynamics.

A frequency-domain representation of the uncertainty is moti-
vated by the fact that many results and practical controller de-
sign techniques are available for this kind of uncertainty. On
the other hand, a more direct approach would use a real uncer-
tainty model.4;8 10 However, these methods quickly become nu-
mericallydif� cult as the numberof independentscalarperturbations
increases.11 Furthermore, unmodeled modes may cause spillover if
only real scalar uncertainty is considered.

Upper and lower linear fractional transformations are now
de� ned. Suppose the matrix P is partitioned as

P :D
µ

P11 P12

P21 P22

¶

K is such that its transpose K T has the same dimensions as P22,
and 1 is such that its transpose1T has the same dimensions as P11.
Then the lower linear fractional transformation (LFT) of P by K
is FL .P; K / :D P11 C P12 K .I P22K / 1 P21 whenever the inverse
exists. The upper LFT of P by 1 is FU .P; 1/ :D P22 C P211.I
P111/ 1 P12 whenever the inverse exists. These de� nitions, which
also hold for system matrices, are best illustrated by the two block
diagrams in Fig. 1, where FL .P; K / D u1 7! v1 and FU .P; 1/ D
u2 7! v2 .

Fig. 1 Lower LFT FL(P; K) and upper LFT FU (P; D ).

B. Performance Objectives
Typical performance objectives for LFSS include tracking of a

desired trajectoryby the rigid part of the LFSS (slewing maneuver),
attitude regulation, and vibration attenuation in the � exible part of
the structure. The latter two objectiveswill be considered for Daisy
in this paper. These objectives can be translated into more quanti-
tative performance speci� cations such as desired shapes of the ap-
propriate closed-loopsensitivity matrices in the frequency domain.
Closed-loop performance robustness to perturbations of the modal
parameters within their a priori known bounds is guaranteed pro-
vided that the so-called ¹ norm of a certain closed-loop sensitivity
matrix can be made less than one with a stabilizing controller.

The robustperformancecontroldesignproblemis formulatedas a
standard¹ synthesis.This design techniquehas been studied exten-
sively in the past decade, and well-developedalgorithmic solutions
are available (see Ref. 12 for an introduction to ¹ synthesis). The
MATLAB® ¹-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox (¹-Tools) was used
to compute the controllers designed in this paper.

C. Organization
This paper is organized as follows: Section II is a description of

Daisy, an LFSS experimentaltestbedbuiltat UTIAS. The controllers
developedin this research were tested and comparedon Daisy. Sec-
tion III reviews an LCF modeling technique for LFSS introduced
in Ref. 3 and applies it to Daisy. Section IV brie� y reviews the ¹-
synthesis design technique for robust performance. Collocated and
noncollocated controllers are designed for Daisy in Sec. IV using
this technique. Details of controller implementation on Daisy and
experimental results are also given in Sec. IV. Then Sec. V presents
results obtainedwith H1 controllersand compares them with those
obtained with the ¹ controllers.Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. Daisy: LFSS Experimental Testbed
Daisy’s dynamics are meant to approximate those of real LFSS

(see Fig. 2 and Refs. 2 and 3). It consists of a rigidhub mountedon a
sphericaljoint and on top of which are 10 ribs attached throughpas-
sive two-degree-of-freedomrotary joints and low-stiffness springs.
Each rib is coupled to its two neighbors via low-stiffness springs.
The hub represents the rigid part of the LFSS, and the ribs model the
� exibilities in the LFSS. Each rib is equippedwith two bidirectional
air jet thrusters that are essentially on–off devices, each capable of
delivering a torque of 0.8 N ¢ m at the rib joint. Pulse-width modu-
lation (PWM) of the thrust is used to apply desired torques on the
ribs. The thrusterPWM subsystemoperatesat 10 Hz with duty cycle
commands varying from 0 to 100% in both directions.

A digital electrooptic position sensor (DEOPS),13 consisting
of two hub-mounted infrared cameras, measures the positions of
infraredemitting diodes mounted at the tip of each rib. The cameras
are linked to a computer,which, from the kinematicsof Daisy, com-
putes the 20 rib angles relative to the hub in real time (at a 30-Hz
sampling rate) from the sampled infraredvideo frames.DEOPS was
developed at UTIAS.13 Its resolution is approximately 0.1% of the
cameras’ � elds of view, which roughlytranslates to a rib angle mea-
surement accuracy of 3:5 £ 10 4 rad (0.02 deg) in the ideal case.
The hub actuatorsconsistof threeorthogonalreactionwheelsdriven
by dc motors. Each is limited to a maximum torque of 38.8 N ¢ m.
Hub orientation and angular velocity are measured with position
and velocity encoders. For this research, only DEOPS and the hub
angle encoders were used as sensors.

The original dynamic model for Daisy is of 46th order, including
20 � exible modes with nominal frequencies ranging from approx-
imately 0.56 to 0.71 rad/s and modal damping ratios from 0.015
to 0.06 (Table 1). Some of the modes are multiple. This original
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� nite-dimensional linear time-invariant dynamic model of Daisy
was obtained from an extensive modeling effort of each one of
Daisy’s mechanical parts during its design phase and using the
Newton–Euler method to determine its coupled dynamic equations,
which were then linearized. Note that Daisy’s dynamics are de-
scribed by a set of ordinary differential equations rather than par-
tial differential equations. The � exibility is entirely lumped in the
springs on the rib joints and those coupling the ribs together.

We conducted open-loop experiments to obtain estimates of
bounds on modal parameter uncertainty. Uncertainty in the modal
frequencies and damping ratios was estimated to 10 and 50%, re-
spectively. Two of the rigid-body modes are considered as � exible
modes because they are pendulous.The nominal dynamicequations
in modal coordinates are as follows3:

Ŕ C D Ṕ C 3´ D B1u (1)

y D C1´ (2)

where the input vector

u :D
µ

¿h

¿r

¶
2 Rm

Table 1 Modal parameters of Daisy’s original and re� ned models

Original model Re� ned model

Mode i !i , rad/s ³i !i , rad/s

1 (rigid) 0 0 0
2 (rigid) 0.286§ 10% 0.11§ 50% 0.31§ 5%
3 (rigid) 0.293§ 10% 0.09§ 50% 0.31§ 5%
4 (� exible) 0.568§ 10% 0.025§ 50% 0.60§ 5%
5 (� exible) 0.568§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.59§ 5%
6 (� exible) 0.569§ 10% 0.03§ 50% 0.59§ 5%
7 (� exible) 0.569§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.59§ 5%
8 (� exible) 0.569§ 10% 0.035§ 50% 0.62§ 5%
9 (� exible) 0.569§ 10% 0.025§ 50% 0.61§ 5%
10 (� exible) 0.569§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.70§ 5%
11 (� exible) 0.572§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.76§ 5%
12 (� exible) 0.592§ 10% 0.06§ 50% 0.61§ 5%
13 (� exible) 0.593§ 10% 0.06§ 50% 0.60§ 5%
14 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.015§ 50% 0.78§ 5%
15 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.015§ 50% 0.77§ 5%
16 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.79§ 5%
17 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.70§ 5%
18 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.027§ 50% 0.59§ 5%
19 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.025§ 50% 0.63§ 5%
20 (� exible) 0.657§ 10% 0.02§ 50% 0.61§ 5%
21 (� exible) 0.670§ 10% 0.04§ 50% 0.75§ 5%
22 (� exible) 0.672§ 10% 0.05§ 50% 0.75§ 5%
23 (� exible) 0.714§ 10% 0.015§ 50% 0.79§ 5%

Fig. 2 Daisy LFSS experimental testbed.

is composed of torques

¿h :D

2

4
¿x

¿y

¿z

3

5

applied to the hub around three orthogonal axes, and two torques
appliedon each rib in the out-of-coneand in-conedirections(Fig. 3)
for a total of 20 torques in ¿r for the collocatedcase. By collocated
we mean that all rotations and displacements produced by the ac-
tuators at their locations are measured and that each sensor has a
corresponding(collocated) actuator. Thus, 23 actuator/sensor pairs
are used, namely, the 20 bidirectional rib thrusters with the DE-
OPS system measuring the 20 rib angles,plus the three hub reaction
wheels with the three corresponding angle encoders. The output
vector

y :D
µ

yh

yr

¶

is partitioned accordingly. The matrices in Eqs. (1) and (2)
are de� ned as follows: D :D diagf0; 2³2!2; : : : ; 2³23!23g, 3 :D
diagf0; !2

2; : : : ; !2
23g, B1 2 R23 £ m , and C1 2 R23 £ 23 . The numberof

inputs m is 23 for the collocatedmodel and 20 for the noncollocated
model.

Taking the Laplace transform on both sides of Eqs. (1) and (2)
with zero initial conditions,we obtain

Ó.s/ D [s2 I C sD C 3] 1 B1 Ou.s/ (3)

Oy.s/ D C1[s2 I C s D C 3] 1 B1 Ou.s/ (4)

Note that Daisy is not easy to control: Collocated H2 controllers
designed without robustness considerations and implemented on
Daisy failed to stabilize it.

III. LCF for Daisy
The use of coprime factorizationsto model LFSS dynamicsoffers

the control designer the advantage of having to deal with only one
full uncertainty block in the frequency domain. The uncertainty in
the coprime factors can account for both modal parameter uncer-
tainty and unmodeled dynamics. With this uncertainty model, stan-
dard H1 and ¹-synthesis controller design techniques can be used
to design for robust stabilityor robust performancewith guaranteed
stability or performance margins with respect to variations in the
modal parameters. This paper focuses on ¹ synthesis for Daisy.

In this section, a brief review of the LCF modeling technique
for LFSS introduced in Ref. 3 is presented. Consider the matrix
[s2 I C s D C 3] in Eq. (3). It is diagonal, and so its inverse is simply
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Fig. 3 Details of Daisy’s ribs.

[s2 I C sD C 3] 1

D diag

»
1

s2
;

1

s2 C 2³2!2s C !2
2

; : : : ;
1

s2 C 2³23!23s C !2
23

¼
(5)

Let the polynomial s2 C as C b be Hurwitz with real zeros. Form
the matrices QM.s/ and QN.s/ as follows:

QM.s/ :D [1=.s2 C as C b/]

£ diag
©
s2; s2 C 2³2!2s C !2

2; : : : ; s2 C 2³2!2s C !2
2

ª
(6)

QN.s/ :D [1=.s2 C as C b/]B1 (7)

In our notation, boldface is used for transfer functions and transfer
matrices, lower case for signals, scalar constants,and transfer func-
tions, and upper case for constant matrices and transfer matrices.
The complex argument s is dropped hereafter to ease the notation.
Note that QM and QN are stable and proper; hence, they belong to
RH1. Let the transfer function matrix from Ou to Ó be denotedas G.
Then G can be written as QM 1 QN, that is, QM and QN form a left factor-
ization of G in RH1. It is easy to show that this factorization is in
fact left coprime.14 Balancing and scaling the factors as explained
in Ref. 3, one obtains the scaled left-coprime factors QM0 and QN0.

A scalar � rst-order weighting function r bounding the norm of
the scaled factor perturbations induced by real parameters was also
derived in Ref. 3. Let 1N0 and 1M0 2 RH1 be general additive
perturbations of the factors QN0 and QM0 , respectively. De� ne the
uncertainty matrix D 0 :D [1N0 1M0], and the uncertainty set

Dr :D
©
D 0 2 RH1 :

®®r 1 D 0

®®
1

< 1
ª

(8)

where r and r 1 2 RH1 .
The weighting function r has the important property that the cor-

responding family of perturbed plant models contains all models
induced by variations in the modal parameters within some a pri-
ori known bounds.For example, our collocatedmodel of Daisy has
roughly 10% uncertainty in the modal frequencies and 50% in the
modal damping ratios.Let Gr p denote the transfermatrix mapping u
to ´ when the modal parameters are perturbed within these bounds.
When Proposition 1 in Ref. 3 and the modal parameters listed in
Table 1 are used, the following weighting function is computed:

r.s/ D
0:001s C 1:415

2:33s C 1
(9)

Then any transfer matrix model Gr p for Daisy can be represented
by a transfer matrix in the set P :

Gr p 2 P :D
©
.° =dmax/J1. QM0 C 1 QM0/

1. QN0 C 1N0/J2 : D 0 2 Dr

ª

(10)

Fig. 4 Perturbed factorization of Daisy’s dynamics after scaling.

where ° and dmax are scaling factors and J1, J2 are diagonal real
scaling matrices computed from the modal uncertainty bounds in
Table 1 (see Ref. 3). Note that r is not too conservative in the sense
that it tightly covers the worst-case factor perturbation induced by
variations in the modal parameters. This is not to say that at each
frequency the set of full complex perturbationsbounded by jr. j!/j
is a geometrically tight cover for modal parameter uncertainties,
which it is not.

Figure 4 shows the perturbed model for Daisy including the
nominal coprime factors, the normalized factor perturbation OD 0 2
BRHn £ .m C n/

1 , the output matrix C1 , the diagonal input and output
scaling matrices J1 and J2 and scalars ° and dmax , and a diagonal
matrix of actuator dynamics Ta . Note that D 0 D r OD 0 is an arbi-
trary element in Dr . In this way, r can be included separately in the
block diagram of Fig. 4. For the actuator transfer matrix, we de� ne
the torque command º whose Laplace transform is related to the
Laplace transform of the actual input torque by Ou D Ta Oº. The scal-
ing matrices and scalars are important (see Ref. 3 for details on how
they are computed) for the inputs and outputs to have the same or-
der of magnitude, which reduces conservativenessof the bounding
function r.

IV. ¹¹ Synthesis for Daisy
The setup for a ¹ synthesis is shown in Fig. 5. It includes the

scaled and normalized LCF of Fig. 4, together with the hub and rib
anglereferenceinputsr 2 R23 and torquedisturbanceinputsd 2 Rm ,
which are collocatedwith the actuator torques.Note that the dashed
linefor the referencesignalmeansthat it is not includedin thedesign.
The input signal usc is just a scaled version of the physical torque
command º: usc :D .° =dmax/J2º. Note that the scaling factors ° ,
dmax , and J2 are lumped into the controllerK. A torque disturbance
rejection performance requirement is explicitly introduced in the
design by the mapping d 7! z2 , whose 1 norm is to be reduced to
a value no greater than one. The operator d 7! z2 is just the transfer
matrix (or sensitivity) mapping the torque disturbance d to the hub
angles yh , weighted by the function W :D w[I3 03 £ 20], where w is
taken to be a high-gain second-order low-pass � lter.
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More speci� cally, we want to shape the closed-loop sensitiv-
ity Sdh :D d 7! yh , that is, we want to achieve a low sensitivity
at low frequencies: kSdh. j!/k · jw 1. j!/j, 8!. However, we re-
quire that this inequality hold (and internal stability, too) for all
perturbationsof the modal parameters and entries of B1 within their
ranges (§8% of their nominal values for the collocated model and
§5% for the re� ned noncollocated model). Thus, we require that,
for every OD 0 2 BRH1 , the perturbed sensitivity matrix Sdhp :D
d 7! z2 D FL [FU .P; OD 0/; K], where the LFTs are constructed ac-
cording to Fig. 5, has its 1 norm less than or equal to one. This is
a robust performance requirement well suited for ¹ synthesis.

Recall that, for a block structure 0 ½ Cn £ n and a matrix M 2
Cn £ n , the structured singular value ¹0.M/ is de� ned as follows:

¹0.M/ :D [minfk1s k : 1s 2 0; det.I M1s/ D 0g] 1 (11)

unless no 1s 2 0 makes I M1s singular, in which case
¹0.M / :D 0.

Thus, ¹0.M / is the reciprocal of the norm of the smallest struc-
tured perturbation,1s 2 0, that causes instability of a feedback in-
terconnectionof 1s and M , in the sense of singularityof the matrix
I M1s .

Considertheperturbedclosed-loopsystemin Fig.5,where z2.t/ 2
Rnz2 and d.t/ 2 Rnd . The generalized plant P with inputs w, d , and
usc and outputs z1 , z2 , and y is given by

Fig. 5 Generalized plant with scaled perturbation and controller for
¹ synthesis.

Fig. 6 Norms of Sdh( j! ), Sdhwc( j!), and Sdhpi
( j!) for K1 .

P :D

2

64
P11 P12 P13

P21 P22 P23

P31 P32 P33

3

75 (12)

where

P11 :D
µ

0

r QM 1
0

¶
; P12 :D

°

dmax

"
rJ2

r QM 1
0

QN0 J2

#

P13 :D

"
r Ta

r QM 1
0

QN0Ta

#
; P21 :D W1C1 J1 QM 1

0

P22 :D
°

dmax
W1C1 J1 QM 1

0
QN0 J2; P23 :D W1C1 J1 QM 1

0
QN0Ta

P31 :D C1 J1
QM 1

0 ; P32 :D
°

dmax
C1 J1

QM 1
0

QN0 J2

P33 :D C1 J1 QM 1
0

QN0Ta

From the so-called small-¹ theorem,12 the key idea for designing
controllers achieving robust performance is to introduce a � ctitious
perturbation D p that wraps as a feedback around the generalized
plant,with input z2 and outputd in our current setting(Fig. 5). Then,
the robust performance problem is turned into a robust stability

Fig. 7 Standard hub torque disturbance D (Ad, T, axes).
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problem for the new system with D p . Let us formalize this for our
problem. Consider the system in Fig. 5 and de� ne the following
complex structured uncertainty set:

0 :D

("
O10 0

0 1p

#
: O10 2 C23 £ .m C 23/; 1p 2 Cm £ 3

)
(13)

Let ¹0 : C.m C 26/ £ .m C 23/ ! RC be the structured singular value as-
sociated with the structured perturbations in 0. From a computa-
tional standpoint,¹0.M / can be computed to any desired accuracy
because there are only two full blocks in 0 (Ref. 15): one for the
coprime factor uncertainty and a � ctitious one for the performance
speci� cation.

When the small-¹ theorem is used, it is easy to prove the follow-
ing, which is a conditionfor a stabilizingcontrollerK to achieve ro-
bust performance, that is, k.WSdhp/. j!/k · 1, 8!, 8 OD 0 2 BRH1.

Theorem 1: Assume K is internally stabilizing for the nomi-
nal plant P. Then for the system in Fig. 5, 8 OD 0 2 BRH1, the
closed loop is well posed, internally stable, and kd 7! z2k1 · 1 iff
sup! 2 R¹0fFL [P. j!/; K. j!/]g · 1.

Fig. 8 Simulated and experimental closed-loop hub angle responses with Kp1d, D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

Fig. 9 Simulated and experimental closed-loop rib angle responses with Kp1d , D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

Thus, a ¹ synthesis can be performed on the generalizedplant P.
That is, we can implement a standard D–K iteration algorithm12 to
minimize sup! 2 R¹0fFL [P. j!/; K. j!/]g.

A. Controller Design: Collocated Case
It is desired to control Daisy so that it remains stable

and achieves the desired torque disturbance rejection level
kSdhp. j!/k · jw 1. j!/j, 8!, for all bounded perturbations of the
modal parameters in Table 1 and all perturbations of the entries of
B1 within 8% of their nominalvalues.The diagonalscalingmatrices
J1 and J2 are computedas explained in Ref. 3. The generalizedplant
for ¹ synthesis is built according to Eq. (12), and the constants and
weighting functions are

dmax D 0:107; ° D 0:79

w.s/ D
100

s2=.0:01/2 C 2 £ 0:7s=0:01 C 1
(14)

r.s/ D
0:001s C 1:415

2:33s C 1
(15)
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A ¹ synthesis was carried out using ¹-Tools functions12 to imple-
ment the D– K iteration.Becausethe generalizedplantmodel is 78th
order, the D scales were restricted to be constant matrices to avoid
an increase in the order of the controller.An additional bene� t pro-
vided by constant D scales is robustnessagainst linear time-varying
and nonlinearperturbations(see Ref. 16 and the references therein).
Thus, we have

D D
µ

dI 0

0 I

¶

due to the simple structure of 0. One D– K iteration produced
a stable, 78th-order controller K achieving sup! 2 R¹0fFL [P. j!/;
K. j!/]g D 0:91.A balancedtruncation17 ofK yieldedthe55th-order
controllerK1 , which basically did not affect the closed-loopplot of
¹ vs frequency.The least-dampedclosed-loopmode has a damping
ratio of 0.38.

The normsof thenominal sensitivitySdh. j!/, the worst-casesen-
sitivitySdhwc. j!/, and of � ve perturbedsensitivitiesfSdhpi . j!/g5

i D 1
for � ve random sets of perturbationsof the modal parameters of the
plantmodelG within their limits areplotted in Fig. 6. The worst-case

Fig. 10 Simulated and experimental computed hub control torques for Kp1d , D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

Fig. 11 Simulated and experimental computed rib control torques for Kp1d , D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

sensitivitywas obtainedby perturbingthe frequencyresponseof the
closed loop with the worst-case full uncertaintyblock, which can be
computed using ¹-Tools. All of these curves lie below jw 1. j!/j
as expected, and furthermore, all � ve dotted curves corresponding
to the perturbed sensitivitiesare very close to the nominal one. One
can see that there is room between the perturbed sentivities and the
worst-case one, which illustrates the conservativenessin the uncer-
tainty model.

The 55th-order ¹ controller K1 was rescaled to Kp1 D .dmax=
° /J 1

2 K1 . Then Kp1 was discretized at a sampling rate of 10 Hz
using the bilinear transformation to get the controller Kp1d .

We used the standardizedhub torque disturbancepro� le in Fig. 7
for all our test experiments and linear simulations. It can be applied
by any of Daisy’s three torque wheels individually or in any com-
bination.The amplitude of the � rst torque pulse is Ad (in newtons),
its duration is T seconds, and for this study it is applied around
axis 2 fx; y; zg.

In all of the experiments and simulations, the controller is
switched on after the hub angle experiencing the largest devia-
tion changes sign. For all of the plots, t D 0 corresponds to the
instant at which the controller is turned on. The hub angle encoder
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measurements are accurate to within 1 £ 10 4 rad. In the ideal case,
the accuracy of DEOPS is 3:5 £ 10 4 rad. The noise level was low,
with an amplitudeboundof 10 3 rad in both typesof measurements.
First, an x-axis hub torque disturbance D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x ) was
applied to Daisy controlled by Kp1d . Simulated and experimental
hub angles are shown in Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 shows the simulated and
experimental rib angles. The latter are remarkably similar given the
complexityof Daisy. The experimentaland simulatedhub responses
are similar, although the experimentaltransient shows a larger peak.
Moreover, the experimental settling time of µhx is longer than the
simulated one.

The simulated and experimental computed control torques are
shown in Fig. 10 for the hub and in Fig. 11 for the ribs. Both Figs. 10
and 11 indicate that the actuators saturated during the � rst few sec-
onds (the dashed lines represent saturation limits). The next con-
trol experiments conductedwith Kp1d involved torque disturbances
around the y and z axes: D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, y) and D (13.5 N ¢ m,

Fig. 12 Norms of Sdh( j!), Sdhwc( j!), and Sdhpi
( j!) for K2 .

Fig. 13 Simulated and experimental closed-loop hub angle responses with Kp2d , D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

2 s, z). Results for the y-axis and z-axis experiments were similar
to those to the x-axis experimentand are, therefore,not shown here
(see Ref. 14).

B. Controller Design: Noncollocated Case
Earlier noncollocated control experiments on Daisy had shown

that a more re� ned nominal model would be necessary for stability,
with less uncertainty in the modal frequencies. An attempt was,
thus, made to adjust the modal frequencies based on identi� cation
experiments (Table 1). These identi� cation experiments consisted
of recording step responses for all outputs and using the modal
matrix to compute the step responses of the modal coordinates.The
nominal modal frequencies and damping ratios were adjusted from
these responses to obtain the re� ned model, and tighter uncertainty
bounds were then estimated.

Our speci� cations are still robust stability and robust torque dis-
turbance rejection, that is, kSdhp. j!/k · jw 1. j!/j, 8!, for all
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bounded perturbations of the modal parameters in Table 1 and all
perturbations of the entries of B1 within 5% of their nominal val-
ues. Note that the performance requirement has been relaxed here
because the dc gain of w has been decreased to 30. This came about
because of the tradeoff between nominal performance and perfor-
mance robustness accommodating a reasonable amount of uncer-
tainty. A few iterations of the design indicated that the chosen w
led to a seemingly good tradeoff,with robustness to 5% uncertainty
in the entries of B1, 5% uncertainty in the modal frequencies, and
30% uncertaintyin the damping ratios. Hence, this design could not
quite meet the speci� cations, but it was close. The constants and
weighting functions are

dmax D 0:064; ° D 0:46

w.s/ D
30

s2=.0:005/2 C 2 £ 0:7s=0:005 C 1
(16)

r.s/ D
0:01s C 1:415

2:33s C 1
(17)

The noncollocated generalized plant model is 75th order. The
D– K iteration was again restricted to constant D scales. One

Fig. 14 Simulated and experimental closed-loop rib angle responses with Kp2d , D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

Fig. 15 Simulated and experimental closed-loop rib angle responses with Kp2d , D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, z).

D– K iteration produced a stable, 75th-order controller K achiev-
ing sup! 2 R¹0fFL [P. j!/; K. j!/]g D 1:01. A balanced realization
of K was truncated to the 49-state controller K2 without noticeably
affecting ¹ vs frequency. The least-damped closed-loop mode has
a damping ratio of 0.19.

The normsof the nominal sensitivitySdh. j!/, the worst-casesen-
sitivity Sdhwc. j!/ and of � ve perturbedsensitivitiesfSdhpi . j!/g5

i D 1
for � ve random sets of perturbations of modal parameters (within
their limits) in the plant model G, are plotted in Fig. 12. These � ve
curves lie below jw 1. j!/j as expected, and furthermore, they are
all very close to the nominal curve.

The 49th-order controller K2 was rescaled to Kp2 D .dmax=
° /J 1

2 K2 , then discretized at a sampling rate of 10 Hz to get Kp2d

using the bilinear transformation.
The responses to x-axis and y-axis hub torque disturbanceswere

stable in the closed-loop experiments with Kp2d , but not the re-
sponse to a z-axis disturbance. An x-axis hub torque disturbance
D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, x ) was applied to the system. Simulated and
recorded hub and rib angles are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The hub
angleresponseswere stable,and the transientswere satisfactory.The
experimentalsettling time of µhx is close to the one obtainedby sim-
ulation. The transients in the experimental rib angle responses are
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seen to be a bit larger than in the simulationand lasted roughly twice
as long. The simulated and experimental computed control torques
remained within §10 N ¢ m for the hub and §0.5 N ¢ m for the ribs.

The next control experiments with Kp2d involved torque distur-
bances around the y axis and the z axis: D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, y) and
D (6.8 N ¢ m, 2 s, z). The hub and rib angle responses for the y-axis
disturbance were similar to the responses obtained with the x-axis
disturbance, and so they are not shown here (see Ref. 14). For the
z-axis disturbance,rib angle responsesare shown in Fig. 15. Clearly
this run was unstable. Only 40 s of data could be recorded before
rib angles went out of range, causing DEOPS to crash.

To summarize the results of the noncollocated design, the linear
simulations showed very good nominal performance, whereas the
design itself indicated performance robustness to reasonably large
deviations in the modal parameters. A z-axis torque disturbance
unequivocally destabilized Daisy, showing input-dependent stabil-
ity properties of the closed-loop system. This suggests that thruster
and other nonlinearitiesplay a signi� cant role in the noncollocated
con� guration.

Fig. 16 Simulated and experimental closed-loop hub angle responses with Kp3d , D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

Fig. 17 Simulated and experimental closed-loop rib angle responses with Kp3d , D (13.5 N ¢ m, 2 s, x).

V. Experimental Results with H1H1 Controllers
This section brie� y describes the design of H1 controllers for

Daisy and presents some experimental results obtained with them.
Performance comparisons are made using the results obtained with
the ¹ controllers in the preceding section.

A collocated and a noncollocated H1 controller were designed
and tested on Daisy. The results were presented in Ref. 3. These
designs provided robust stability for all D 0 2 Dr , which implies
robust stability to all variations in the modal parameters within
their bounds. They also achieve nominal performance, that is,
kSdhp. j!/k · jw 1. j!/j for D 0 ´ 0. The generalizedplant used for
these designs was identical to the one used for ¹ synthesis, except
that it did not have the torque disturbance d as an input. It also had
a real scalar q > 0 multiplying the performanceweighting function
W to ensure that kSdh. j!/k · jw 1. j!/j when

®®®®w 7!
µ

z1

z2

¶®®®® · 1
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For the H1 designs, robustness and nominal performance were
lumped together in one full block in RH1 as opposed to two blocks
as for the ¹-synthesis designs.

Comparing the resultsobtainedwith thecollocatedH1 controller
Kp3d (discretized at 10 Hz using the bilinear transformation) in
Figs. 16 and 17, one can see that the ¹ controller performed bet-
ter for an x-axis torque disturbance. This is especially evident for
the rib responses.For the collocated ¹ controller, the experimental
rib angles are close to the simulated ones, whereas with the H1
controller, the responses do not match as well. On the other hand,
the two controllersproduced very similar responses to a y-axis hub
torque disturbance.14

Experimental results with the noncollocated H1 controller
showed unstable responses for y-axis and z-axis hub torque dis-
turbances and only a marginally stable response for an x-axis
disturbance.3;14

VI. Conclusions
A ¹-synthesis approach to the control of an LFSS experimen-

tal testbed called Daisy was described, and experimental results
for collocated and noncollocated con� gurations of Daisy were
given. Signi� cant uncertainty in the modal parameters of Daisy
in both con� gurations was handled with a coprime factorization
technique introduced by the authors in a previous paper. Robust
performance requirements were introduced by including a weight-
ing function for torque disturbance to hub angles sensitivity shap-
ing in the generalized plant. The designs produced stable discrete-
time collocated and noncollocated controllers that were tested on
Daisy.

The experimental responses to hub torque disturbanceswith the
collocated¹ controllerwere quite similar to the simulatedresponses
obtained with the nominal model. The responses obtained with the
collocated H1 controller were less similar to the nominal simu-
lations. In the noncollocated case, stability was found to be input
dependent with the ¹ controller doing slightly better than the H1
controller, with stable responses to x-axis and y-axis torque dis-
turbances. The H1 controller produced a stable response only to
an x-axis disturbance. Further research on LFSS modeling, iden-
ti� cation, and stability analysis with nonlinearities will have to be
carried out before we can hope to obtain better experimental results
in noncollocatedcontrol of LFSS.
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